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1. Get started with Nanolink
I you want to have success with using Nanolink, you will have to read this manual
before getting started. The manual contains details about functionalities and
features within the system software.

2. Login and password
You have received an email containing login and password to your Nanolink
system.
Go to the websites described in the email.
To avoid login failures, make sure that you have it right, small letters in both email
and password.
You can change your password afterwards. Go to users, hit the green pencil, and
change your password.
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3. Groups
When you are handed the keys to your Nanolink software, the following groups will
be created by automatically.
-The name of the account – typically the company name
-Admins
-Users
You can create different levels with unequal rights. For instance should the
administrators always have more rights than for example apprentices.
You can change settings and rights for each user group. Click “show groups” and
hit the gears and start chancing settings.
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4. Employees – users
Creation of users (employees)
Step 1. Hit the fan, ”create user” than enter First, middle, and surname.
Make sure to chance the country code, enter the cellphone number, than choose
which group the user fits in to.
Write an email, the employees own either email or just a company email – than
choose a password or generate one from the system.

Step 2. Go to AppStore or GooglePlay and download the application on your
smartphone or tablet. Make sure, that your device runs on the correct operation
system and minimum contains Bluetooth 4.0.
It is not possible to proceed unless you are the user has been created as shown
above. The application will ask you to send a text message, and within a few
moments after you will receive and verification code, that you will have to enter.
Step 3. After you have verified the application will ask for permission to use different
kinds of services. Make sure, to accept them all; otherwise, the application will be
useless. The app asks for permission to use; GPS, location service, data and to send
push messages.
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5. Categories
It is important to create categories before creating assets, because you will have to
attach assets to a category.
Choose the name of the category and hit “send”.

You can create categories with belonging subcategories. As pictured underneath
you can create a subcategory, to a main category to keep it simple and have
structure.
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6. Assets
You can create assets easily using a computer, tablet or smartphone. All you have
to do is to enter the website and start filing in the Blanc spaces. If you use a tablet
or smartphone to create assets, you will have direct access to the camera roll on
the device. If you are using a computer, you will have to take pictures and insert
pictures afterwards.
If you want to attach files and insert links, you might prefer doing that on a
computer.

Attaching documents is very useful in many kinds of situations. If you want to make
sure to keep the warranty with the assets, you can upload it in the system. Other
documents such as user manuals, important documents and so on, is very common
to upload as well.
In the following picture, it is showed how to do.
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Insert links to websites.
It is possible to insert links towards one or more websites directly to manuals, specs
and so on underneath every asset if wanted.
All you have to do, is to click; ”choose type” and then the; ”add” sign, insert the
URL address to the wanted website type in a description and press; “ok”.
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7. Find on map
You can use the website to locate your assets as well as you can use the
application. You can use a bunch of different opportunities.
Insert a keyword as pictured below.

Choose between regular view and map view as pictured here.
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It is also possible to search in a specific category.

Search in a specific area or city – define the radius and start searching.
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8. Activate search for assets
In case you are missing assets or in any other way should lose sight of any assets, we
have made it possible to relocate them again.
You will have to click the fan, show assest, search for the missing asset and click
edit. Then you can activate the search for assets like pictured here.

When the activation is initiated, your own devices and other Nanolink costumer’s
devices will look for the specific asset.
Should one of your devices within the company come close to the asset, you will
receive an email med a GPS coordinate and you can then relocate the asset.
If one of the other costumer’s should come close to the asset, you will receive an
email as well with a GPS coordinate. You won’t be told by whom the specific asset
has been located of, only the email and coordinate.
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9. Service
Your Nanolink system can assist the company when it comes to complying with
statutory inspections of assets such as latter’s, machines and much more. The
system will send notifications by email as a reminder. You can choose how many
days before the expire date you want to have the notification.
Start by creating a service plan.
Enter the name of the plan (For instance Annual inspection), make a short
description of which purpose the plan is to.
Specify how many days before the expirer date; you want to receive an email.
Select the monthly interval (For example 6 months).
Apply the next service calculation.

When you have finished creating service plans, you can view them all. To attach
assets to at certain service plan, you have to go to, assets, show assets, find the
concerning asset and attach it there.
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Execution of service can be handled on the website as well as it can be handled
on the application. You only have to enter a short text, and the software will handle
the rest.
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10. Service massages
Your Nanolink system will daily send an email to the administrator at 12AM. The
email contains information about users, assets and service.
1. Users
a. If one or more of the users haven’t installed the application yet
b. If a user have turned off the GPS or Bluetooth in the device
c. If the system have not had contact with a certain user in 3 days or more.
2. Assets
a. If the system have not registreret any contact with devices in 20 days or
more.
b. I case the system haven’t heard from a speciffic asset – This can accure if
you register assets without attaching a Nanolink-chip.
3. Service
a. In case, you have an upcoming annual inspection or a general
inspection coming, will be notified about it.
b. Overdue inspections will show in the email as well to remind you and the
users that it has to be done.
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